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Division For Blind Services
Submitted by Michael Garrett

SUMMARY:

1. a letter by the president of ACBT be sent to HHSC Commissioner, Hawkins and DARS Deputy Commissioner, Murphy, strongly urging them to keep purchasing and training schedules separate for both DBS and DRS staff

2. a copy of this resolution, along with supporting documents that attest to the necessity of separate services for consumers who are blind or visually impaired, be sent to key legislators.

WHEREAS, the Division for Blind Services, (DBS) is an essential provider of specialized services for blind and visually impaired individuals in Texas; and

WHEREAS, the American Council of Texas, (ACBT) along with other blindness organizations' has advocated repeatedly, through legislative testimony, for maintaining a separate division for the provision of these crucial services; and

WHEREAS, DARS Deputy Commissioner, Terry Murphy, has proposed the joint training of DBS and DRS staff and joint purchase of consumer equipment and adaptive technology; and

WHEREAS, ACBT believes that joining these activities will ultimately lead to a combined agency with all services for people with disabilities being delivered through one source; and

WHEREAS, evidence has shown the unique needs of blind and visually impaired consumers are marginalized under such structures; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the American Council of the Blind of Texas' in convention assembled on this ninth day of September' 2007, at the Windham Gardens Hotel' in Austin Texas' that the President of ACBT send a letter to the Health and Human Services, (HHSC) Commissioner Albert Hawkins, with a copy to DARS Deputy Commissioner Murphy, strongly urging to keep training and purchasing schedules separate for both DBS and DRS staff; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this letter, resolution, and supporting documents, that attest to the necessity of separate services for blind and visually impaired consumers be sent to key state legislators.
adopted 9-09-07

